FAMILY LAW AND DIVORCE
In this dynamic world of divorce, paternity, and custody litigation, the attorneys in the Family Law and
Divorce Group maintain a high level of proficiency and knowledge of family law. Our goal is to provide
attentive, dependable and cutting-edge legal representation. Whether you are looking for the right lawyer
for a simple divorce, a complex custody or property litigation, Mirick O'Connell can provide you with
aggressive, yet discreet, representation, experienced staff and trial support.
We are sensitive to the fact that divorce and related issues represent some of the most difficult times in
our clients' lives, and we strive to provide the support, attention and consideration our clients need.
Attorneys in the Family Law and Divorce Group counsel a broad range of clientele, including CEOs,
politicians, members of the judiciary and bar, physicians, executives, entrepreneurs, homemakers and
hourly wage earners.
Our clients deserve and rightly expect prompt service and a quick reply from their attorneys to all
questions or concerns. To facilitate this, we maintain a back-up team of attorneys and paralegals familiar
with each case to ensure maximum accessibility.
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The Family Law and Divorce Group at Mirick O'Connell assists clients with:
 Divorce―from simple to complex

 Paternity

 Property Valuation, including real estate,
pension, stock option, business, patent, trademark,
license agreement and royalties

 Adoption

 Hidden Asset Discovery
 Maintenance, including termination,
modification and extension

 Guardianship
 Pre- and Post-Nuptial Agreements
 Gay Relationships
 Same Sex Marriages

 Contentious Child Custody

 Partition of Real Estate

 Child Support

 Name Changes

 Visitation

 Restraining Orders

 Removal

 Domestic Violence―civil and criminal

 Abduction

 Post-Decree Enforcement and
Modification

 Termination of Parental Rights
 Father’s Rights
 Grandparent’s Rights
 Qualified Domestic Relations Orders (QDROS)

 Mediation
 Estate Planning
 Pre-Divorce Planning

Excellence in our work.
Excellence in client service.
Excellence in value.

